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PSEUDO-ANASTASIUSS AND ANASTASIUS SINAITA 

AA COMPARISON 

Summary y 

Thee spiritual miscellany Eartqpiog of the late ninth century (editio princeps forthcoming) 
contains,, among other entries, a section of 88 épürccmoicpioeic,, questions-and-answers. 
Itss title names Saint Anastasius the Sinaite (Palestine, seventh century) as the author, which 
iss doubly misleading. Firstly, the title appears to fit  the first twenty-three èparcctTtoKpiaeic, 
only,, which formed a separate collection before it was included in the larrqpioq. Secondly, 
thiss collection is the work of a Constantinopolitan Pseudo-Anastasius (PsA) of the ninth 
century,, who selected about a quarter of the original 103 questions of Abbas Anastasius 
(AA)) and revised them, thereby changing their originally intended encouragement and 
concernn for the believers' spiritual well-being to admonition and concern for the stability of 
religiouss and social life in general. To enhance the persuasiveness of his collection he added 
too each answer florilegia of biblical and patristic quotations. 

PsA'ss collection of 23 èp<ittcmoKpioei<;, as they appear in the Zcorrjpiog, is the subject of 
thiss dissertation. Starting with Prolegomena containing accounts of the investigation of 
variouss aspects of the Pseudo-Anastasian revision, it continues with the Earliest Retrievable 
Text,, reconstructed on the basis of some twenty manuscripts of the Zcorrjpwg, and a 
runningg Commentary on the 'EpwxanoKpiaeiq. Central to the dissertation is the 
comparisonn of PsA's revision with AA's original text of the questions selected by PsA. A 
typescriptt of the complete original collection was kindly provided by its editor, 
J.A.Munitiz,, prior to its publication, which enabled me to reconstruct the whole process of 
selectionn by the reviser. 

Thee dissertation concentrates on the questions and answers stricto sensu : as the florilegia of 
quotationss belong to PsA's collection only, and therefore do not lend themselves for 
comparison,, they were not investigated in depth. A number of useful observations have 
beenn collected in an appendix. One florilegium has been added, exempli gratia. 

Qu.Qu. 1-7 

Step-by-stepp comparison of PsA's épcota^OKpiaeiq with the original AA version reveals 
PsA'ss thematics and methods of revision. Starting from the fundamental characteristic of 
thee perfect Christian, being 'the home of God and Christ', he develops the theme of true 
venerationn and repentance as the condition, not only for salvation (as was stressed by AA), 
butt a better and more responsible life. The theme of repentance leads to that of confession 
off  one's sins and the obligation to choose only the experienced, professional and rigorous 
confessor.. The idea of confessing to God or Christ, which was acceptable to AA, is sharply 
rejectedd by PsA: the confessor must be a man, ideally one of the 'ctyioi', those who are free 
fromm sins or have overcome them, the model members of the community. Contact with 
Christt and God is sought through Communion, to which the believer is to be admitted only 
afterr thoroughly 'cleansing' himself. This is PsA's view: AA leaves taking Communion to 
thee believers' own conscience, he advises alms-giving but does not stress it. PsA turns 
man'ss own responsibility for his sins and for mastering and overcoming them into the main 
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theme,, which underlies the remaining eporccmoKpiceic,. 

Qu.8 Qu.8 

Havingg laid the theological / moral foundation, PsA goes on to treat, first, the specific sin of 
sexuall  misbehaviour. It is the only sin he treats separately, and the importance he attaches to 
itt can be deduced from the fact that he selects material for his answer from as many as four 
AAA èptoTcmoKpiaeu;. We see him, as before, favour harsher condemnation of trespasses 
thann AA, who is inclined to spare sexual sinners the public contempt that comes with, e.g., 
exclusionn from Communion. Such leniency is foreign to PsA. AA's repeated statement that 
Judgmentt may in the case of lighter sins result in acquittal and forgiveness, is deleted by 
PsA,, who will go no further than that different sinners and different sins will be judged 
differently,, implying that punishment will always follow. In the case, however, of 
'sodomy',, homosexual practice, he need not exert himself: AA's condemnation here is 
withoutt reservation, and all PsA has to do is copy AA's text. 

Qu.Qu. 9-10 

Man'ss occasional abandonment by God, the next subject, is explained by PsA as a trial of 
thee believer by God. AA had already called it 'education', and had advised the believer to 
lookk for the reason in himself. PsA repeats and strengthens the idea of man's responsibility 
for,, and guilt of, any misfortune that befalls him: the cause is his failure to avoid, and 
accountt for, his sins. Obvious sinners living in unharmed luxury do not disprove this 
proposition:: God has His reasons, invisible for us, for blessing them or for postponing 
theirr punishment. 

Qu.Qu. 10-15 

'Luxury'' has triggered the subject of 'riches' for the next series of questions. Riches based 
onn injustice is not God's work, but the devil's, and those who have become rich unjustly 
aree wrong in thinking that they have God to thank for it. It is already an injustice to have 
amassedd wealth above one's direct needs. The surplus should be given to the needy. Being 
besett by duties: a family, a business, possessions, does not, on the one hand, stand in the 
wayy of God's grace, but is, on the other hand, no excuse for failing to do one's religious 
andd communal duties. The latter is stressed by PsA, whereas AA advises to take time for 
contemplation,, to criticise oneself, and thus win God's love. 

Qu.Qu. 16-22 

Fortunee and wealth, deserved and not deserved, in the life of individuals make place for ill -
luckk of peoples and nations. Bad government, aggression from pagan enemies, death on a 
grandd scale such as caused by collapsing buildings, floods and earthquakes are not God's 
will ,, but the result of man's sinfulness, which never ends. 

Thee ayioi, the model members of the community, return here. They too suffer all kinds of 
misfortune,, from illness to execution. But the believer must not be deceived and think that 
theyy are being punished by God and are sinners. God has His reasons and what He does is 
too the good. That is AA's view. PsA replaces it with the order to continue trusting the ayioi 
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andd to distrust the godless, especially the heretics. Their miracles may seem effective and 
theirr predictions right, they are intrinsically wicked. One must withstand the temptation of 
lettingg them foretell the day of one's death, because it leads to a life of crime if one knows 
whenn to remedy one's sins with an act of repentance. Man remains responsible for his own 
sinss and remembrance services and prayers will not influence Judgment. 

PsA'ss last question (nr. 23) is about the nature of paradise: it is still on earth and is, like all 
earthlyy matter and like man, corruptible and incorruptible at the same time. The question is 
exegeticc rather than pastoral and seems strangely out of place. 

PsA'sPsA's methods 

Inn order to get his message through PsA reworks AA's text in such a way that it becomes 
moree coherent, concrete and specific. He deletes what appears to him superfluous and 
unnecessaryy and what slows down the argumentation, and adds clarifying text. The 
methodss he develops for his revision are: 
-- Anticipation / thematisation. Very often he selects an element in AA's text, hauls it 
forwardd and inserts it in one of the opening sentences, thus preparing the reader for what 
thee question is about, and increasing the text's cohesion. Where he connects material from 
differentt AA eparauroKptaeii;, he regularly takes an element from the subsequent text and 
insertss it at the end of the preceding piece — sometimes he reverses the operation, which 
alsoo unifies the resulting text. 
-- Concretisation / specification. Where AA is implicit or circumscriptive, PsA aims to be 
explicitt and direct. He favours doublets of which one word explains the other in terms of 
behaviour. . 
-- Shortening and levelling. AA likes to duplicate an argument by adding the pendant to it, 
positivee or negative, as the case may be. PsA skips the pendant, clearly because it delays 
thee argumentation. Explicative, contrastive, consecutive and concessive phrases or whole 
clausess or sentences are sometimes replaced by explicative etc. conjunctions. Syntactic and 
semanticc variation in AA's text is often levelled out. 

BiblicalBiblical and patristic support 

Mostt of PsA's additions consist of biblical quotations interspersed with connecting text and 
comment.. It is clear that PsA calls in the authority of God's word to support his 
admonitions.. There is, however, another side to it. The use of scriptural text belongs to the 
'naturall  discourse', the discourse among, and directed to, the community as a whole, 
whereass patristic texts are called in to back up the élite and intellectual discourse. Viewed in 
thiss light PsA's answers stricto sensu are directed to the community of the believers. With 
hiss florilegia of predominantly patristic quotations he addresses his intellectual equals. 

DateDate and place of composition, position of Pseudo-Anastasius 

Evidencee - circumstantial but strong - is adduced to date PsA's collection in the 860's and to 
locatee its composition in Constantinople. A hypothesis is added concerning the person and 
positionn of Pseudo-Anastasius: he may very well have been a cleric in the service of the 
patriarchate,, an underling of the Chartophylax, perhaps the Bibliophylax, the head of the 
patriarchall  library. 






